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A letter from some drunk asshole:
Hey, person I just handed this paper to! How the fuck are you?
Have a good summer? Wait—I don’t give a fuck! This is my box.
If you’ve never read a Koala before, you’ve probably been told
not to. Probably by your Orientation Leader or Resident Advisor.
If you let that person decide what you can read, give this paper
to your cooler friend and kill yourself. Right now. Revelle’s RAs
are always looking for fat people to throw off York Hall to make
their floor look better.
This publication will make you think and feel things you never
knew you wanted to. You will read things here that will make
you laugh, and immediately wonder if laughing makes you a bad
person. You will read about sexual, political, ideological, and religious violence and abuse. As a result, you will be sexier, more
informed, and better prepared to shout down the assholes on
library walk (even us) than you ever were before, all on the dime
of the fat stacks you’ve already handed to the university.
However, this all requires three things:
1) You read every word we print as the Holy Truth.
2) You spend a good part of your waking hours drunk.
3) You realize that “UC Socially Dead” is just a state of mind
UCSD has as much sex, drugs, and violence as any other shit-forbrains university. If you’re not a freshman and you expect the
school to provide fun for you, apply to Chuck E. Cheese’s.
If you’re currently thinking, “this stupid asshole doesn’t know
shit!” you should probably come to a Koala meeting so we can
discuss your options, or at the very least get into a fistfight.
Anyhow, welcome to one of my favorite places in the universe.
I hope you have as much fun at the school’s expense as I’ve had.
Yours truly (fried out of his mind),
Lohith Ramanujam
Editor-in-Thief,
The Motherfucking Koala

The Koala has never stopped meeting on Fridays at 4:20.
We’re looking for artists, writers, and designers who want their
voices heard, so come meet us at Porter’s Pub!
Or go to:

thekoala.org
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The big hand struck 12 as my cell’s wank-tone courteously alarmed “Wake the fuck up!”. After stumbling
across a group of confused looking MexiMuslims, we headed from Geisel’s basement heroin den to the
wasteland that is the 3rd floor. I busted out the Toro, Vector, and the rest of my wax reactors as my newly
met hispano-muslim comrades, flamin hot cheetos and pork slim jim on deck, prepared to get lit. Nothing screams diversity more than greasy cheeto-stained fingerprints wrapping my thousand-thousand-dollarwhite-people-glass. As I got up to appreciate UCSD diversity with a baseball bat full of nails, some bitchass
CSO’s ran up screaming: “This publication may have been funded in part or in whole by funds allocated by the ASUCSD. However, the views expressed in this publication are solely those of The Koala, its principal members and the authors of the
content of this publication. While the publisher of this publication is a registered student organization at UC San
Diego, the content, opinions, statements and views expressed in this or any other publication published and/or
distributed by The Koala are not endorsed by and do not represent the views, opinions, policies, or positions
of the ASUCSD, GSAUCSD, UC San Diego, the University of California and the Regents or their officers,
employees, or agents. The publisher of this publication bears and assumes the full responsibility and liability for the content of this publication.” It was cool though, cuz we traded some xanax for

freedom and handjobs.

Top Five Lists

Top 5 Reasons to Eat a Diaper
1. Pull-Ups just get stuck in your teeth.
2. It accents the rest of the baby nicely
3. Penny “you-are-what-you-eat” Rue might get
to it first!
4. Too stoned NOT to.
5. The rest of your pledge class is doing it, so
should you.
Top 5 Reasons to Oppose Gay
Marriage
1. Seeing how happy they are will make you
realize how much you hate your wife
2. Because of all the evidence found by the
International Study on Your Imagination
3. Because if they don’t get into sham hetero
marriages the gay gene will die out
4. How are they supposed to all get HIV if
they’re married?
5. You like fried chicken

Top 5 Spells for “Dark”
Wizards
1. Welfareiorus (summon cash)
2. Lotterious (banish cash)
3. Whenguardsaregone Leviosa (shoplifting)
4. Incarceratio (d100 to life)
5. Protesticus Koalatis (summon resource
center)
Top 5 SImilarities Between
Cooking and Fucking
1. Always costs more to have someone else do
it for you.
2. Never a good sign when the person you’re
doing it with is wearing a hairnet.
3. Each has their special strain of hepatitis.
4. Mom is best
5. Secretly glad when it’s done in 90 seconds.
Top Five UCSD-Specific
Sequels To “Dude, Where’s My
Car?”
1. “Dude, Where’s McGill Hall?”
2. “Dude, Where’s My EAP Application?”
3. “Dude, Where’s My Real Black People?”
4. “Dude, Where’s My Golf Cart?”
5. “I Know Where My Car Is Because I Didn’t
Go Out Last Night”

Top 5 Reasons You Were
Pulled Aside at the Airport
1. You won the prize: A fisting!
2. The Travelocity gnome in your suitcase
might have been a human trafficking victim
3. Your novelty bowling ball candle was very
suspicious
4. The latest bomber wore the same green
polo that you’re wearing
5. The Jeeeeews

Top Six Ways To Get Kicked
Out of a Renaissance Fair
1. Go dressed as a Jedi.
2. Show up dressed in a timeline-appropriate
Native American outfit
3. Go dressed as Michaelangelo’s David
4. Encourage the lasses to partake in your
roasted turkey drumstick.
5. Losing 50 pounds.
6. Start a game of flip tankard.

Top 5 Reasons More People
are Choosing Cox
1. The alternative is too fishy.
2. Backup emergency boat steering device
3. Comes with free ballz
4. It was a better deal than just Cock
5. Welcome to Obama’s Gaymerica

Top 5 Pornos Starring Mitt
Romney
1. Debbie Does Dollar Diversions
2. Barely Legal Corporations 3
3. IPOn Your Face
4. Every porno with a Sybian in it
5. Skeletons in the Closet

Top Five Reasons the
Paralympics Are Better Than
the Olympics
1. Nothing more exciting than an armless
hammer toss.
2. It really mixes up the mixed martial arts.
3. They really put the “limp” back in Olympics
4. With only two handicap spots, there’s no
bronze in parking
5. Puts everyone on notice that our tards are
the fastest and strongest in the world

Top 5 Reasons Abortions Have
Finally Gone Out of Style
1. Ron Paul said they were wrong
2. They’ve made some very convincing bumper
stickers
3. 16 & Pregnant won’t run your episode if you
abort
4. Overtaken by anal play
5. Wouldn’t want to forget the rape

Top 5 Signs You Shouldn’t Be
Buying a Slutty Halloween
Costume
1. Not down for the rape.
2. You already have a tank top from your
sorority.
3. You plan on ruining it with underwear.
4. Wore the Slave Leia last year, but were told
you should hold the chain.
5. As a mexican, you already wear the maid
outfit everyday.

Top 5 Syrian Boardgames
1. Don’t Wake Daddy: Assad Edition
2. Sorry 2: Taking it Back!
3. Operation: Child Amputee Edition
4. Hungry Hungry Aleppo
5. Settlers of Jannah
Top 5 9/11 Party Games
1. Angry Birds
2. Jenga
3. Pick Up Sticks
4. NY Tower Defense
5. Turbanburgling

Top 5 Ways to Spread Disease
at an Ice Cream Social
1. Bar the doors and unleash the mosquitoes,
obviously.
2. Start throwing hookworm infested feces at
every mouth in sight.
3. Lick the spoon AND the crack.
4. Anthrax sprinkles!
5. Bring the new flavor: cookies and creampie.
Top 5 Ways You Know You’re
Indian
1. Who the fuck is ever outdiout?
2. You’re the 55th generation of people to
attend college from your family.
3. Your childhood nickname was Ballsdeep
Coleslaw.
4. Your parents miraculously accepted your
gayness, but you’ll still never taste meat.
5. You’ve had to shorten your first name,
twice.
Top 5 Reasons to Live with
Your Parents over the
Summer
1. See if they replaced all the watered down
liquor you left during spring break.
2. They took the mysterious death of your
siblings real hard
3. Hot step-sister you can bang on the bed you
were conceived on.
4. Trust me, your unpaid marketing internship
will lead to a real job.
5. Good warm-up for post-graduation
Top 5 Nerd Party Fouls
1. Doing Zergling rush against EVERYONE
2. Attacking the boss before everyone finishes
their buffs
3. Hiring a Möbius stripper
4. Giving a girl Avogadro’s number
5. Torrenting at a LAN party
Top 5 Signs Your RA is
Starting a Cult
1. Her icebreaker questions are, “What are
your sins? Who is your truth?”
2. Every house meeting is a kool-aid social.
3. Refers to other floors as heretics.
4. More than the usual amount of groupsex
with freshmen
5. Gets caught cleaning the blood off her
“YOLT” stone altar.
Top 10 Hot New products
From the Makers of Smart
Water
1. Clever Toothpaste
2. Fast-Learning Spinach
3. Idiot Savant Soda
4. Crafty Mac & Cheese
5. Thought Brats
6. Insightful But Socially Awkward Cantaloupe
7. Know-it-all Shaving Cream
8. Book Smart Apple Juice
9. Street Smart Apple Drink
10. Cheez-Whiz

UCSD Fall Fashion Report

Welcome back, kiddos! Your resident Koala trendwatcher here, bringing you up to the
minute on what’s hot and what’s not here on campus. (Reprinted annually since 1982)

Ladies, a trip to Target is a must.

This year, we’re seeing strong “Buy” trends
for sweatpants.
Plaid pajama bottoms will do if you decided to wash your
sweats for some reason. Also, you’re going
to need hair-ties because all signs point to
this being the Year of the Ponytail. If you’re
Asian, get your hands on a UCSD sweatshirt. For blondes and redheads less than
20 pounds overweight, grab a pair of short
shorts for warmer weather. And in the
cold, you can’t go more versatile than a pair
of jeans. Jeans tell your classmates you’re
trying, and tell your date you’re not. Where
sweats say, “Hell no I didn’t shave for this,”
jeans carry just the right whiff of aggressive
paranoia that warns, “Tonight, it’s consensual or nothing, pal.” Speaking of shaving,
shave minutes off your morning prep time by
skipping the makeup and opting instead for oversized sunglasses. Shoe
the push we saw towards
wise, it’s official - flats, flats, flats. the end of last spring has continued right
across the summer, gaining strength, if anything. You can’t miss with T-shirts, shorts,
and flip-flops. For the sun-kissed and not
obviously unathletic, you may be able to
pull off board shorts all the way through
the month of October. After Halloween,
though, you will fit in and stand out at the
same time by switching to gym shorts.
If you’re actually athletic (we’re talking
“rugby”-athletic, not “lacrosse”-athletic,
sorry boys!), emphasizing your bod with
a tank top is a great way to distract
attention away from your pocked face. If
you’re Asian, get your hands on a UCSD
sweatshirt. Accessorizing with a hat not
only makes us wonder when you last showered, but dares us to come closer to find out.

DON’T

Guys,

DO

TRIGGER WARNING: May make you finally pull the trigger

Chiquitas suck:
ON Costco Bananas
and Mexican Chicks

So, I went to Costco
and bought a bunch of
bananas. They were all
very green. As I waited
for them to ripen, a
curious thing happened.
Before they even started
to lighten toward yellow, they spotted then
went totally brown.
Somehow, 21st century
agriculture has figured
out how to make the
world’s shittiest banana.
Instead of the greenyellow-brown transition,
they pushed hard on the
green and the brown and
BANG! broke the sound
barrier and eliminated
ripeness altogether.

Now, I know what you’re thinking. You’re thinking, “Hey, you
don’t need to explain to me how this is like Mexican chicks. It’s
obvious. Mexican chicks go straight from underage to pregnant.”
And that’s exactly right. Sorry for wasting your time.

Guess the Deviants: Three Popes, One Rapper

Let’s play a game: of the following 4 Great Moments in Sexual History, figure out which were done by Popes, and which were done by the
Rapper. We’ve described the events in neutral terms to give the rapper a chance to not look like a total bitch.

A. This real azz nigga went straight raw once he got some shine
and some power: he turned the headquarters of his crew into a
brothel. While ballin on top he still had time to fuck everyone’s
wives, girlfriends, family members, and all the whores he could
handle. He spent so much time fucking that he became known as
the guy with the harem by his side all the time, the type of person who needs to get his dick dry
moreso than to get it wet. Of course,
even when you’re on top of the
world and on top of a bitch, niggas
will still hate. In the end, our man
got killed while fucking some dumb
nigga’s wife--by her husband.

B. Sex can be so complicated

sometimes. Does it have to be consensual? As a male, do I fuck twats
or suck cocks? Do my partners
have to be single? Do my partners
have to be human? How easy is it
to start an orgy? How long can I last
once I’m in the orgy? Do I make eye
contact a lot, a little, or not at all?
These questions may all cross our
minds at some point, but not for this
motherfucker. He raped and fucked
dudes, chicks, wives, horses....
you name it, he fucked it indiscriminately, without prejudice, and as much as he
wanted. That is, until he said Fuck the Game and got married.

C. Sex can get boring if you don’t mix it up—even orgies. Switching around from

eiffel tower to DP and back can just feel routine. When you’re on top of the game,
it’s time to get creative. Hit up all your boys, and then bring 50 prostitutes over for
your entertainment. Auction off their clothes (money aint a thang), then get everyone else naked and have everyone crawl across a floor littered with chestnuts just
to see what it looks like. Once you’re done, grab some sex toys and let the real
competition begins: get the orgy going and
start keeping score for prizes. What’s the
scoring system? How many times you can
nut in the orgy, because that’s the ultimate
sign of being a man. An orgy isn’t fun unless
you can win it.

D. When you let a skank hang around mon-

ey and power and forget to remind her that
she’s a skank, chances are she’ll bottombitch her way to the top at the expense of
the drooling boobs running the show. They’ll
pick who gets the most shine based off
who they’re fucking, and try to get their own
people in on the show. If a nigga aint careful,
all of a sudden he realizes his crew is run by
a bunch of whores. Even worse, his crew aint
doing shit because everyone else is all about
hos and fucking. People stop calling you a
crew and start calling you a Pornocracy at
the end. Which isn’t so bad when you think
about it: democracy, theocracy, autocracy, bureaucracy.... all horseshit. In a
pornocracy, success means fucking with reckless abandon. Sign us up.

Answer Key: They’re all popes! TheCatholic Church is the undisputed king of stanky, dirty, filthy, power-tripping sex, as it should be.
A. Pope John XII, who turned the Basilica di San Giovanni in Laterano into a brothel.
B. Pope Benedict IX, who never met a hole he didn’t want to fuck, & quit the papacy to marry.
C. Pope Alexander VI, who hosted the Banquet of Chestnuts in the official papal residence (Palazzo Apostolico) in his bastard son’s (a Cardinal) apartment.
D. The Pornocracy happened when two whores used their vaginas to make their bastard sons Popes for over 60 years, devolving the Vatican into Whore Island.

From the Diary of Chancellor Khosla

3 May 2012: Praise Vishnu! I am very most honored to have been appointed as the eight chancellor of UCSD. It saddens me that
Dr. Fox had to leave under such shaky terms, but I shall focus my chakra to maintain her legacy of excellent research, general apathy,
and mowing down undergrads on a Segway after a pharmaceutical bender.
1 Aug 2012: My arranged bride, Thespine (don’t make fun of her scoliosis or mispronounce her name), hates the substantial pay cut I
had to take, but most of the kama sutra she can actually do requires the outdoors, and San Diego kicks the shit out of Pittsburgh in
that department.
28 Aug 2012: Oh my multiarmed technicolor cow gods, this place is huge! I still haven’t found the football stadium or anything resembling a frat row, but I’m sure they exist somewhere around here.
30 Sept 2012: Hanging around Geisel these past weeks, however, has taught me how much I share in common with the students here
(even though they freaked out when I used the word ‘hanging’). I haven’t smelled a curry stink like this since I was making robots
out of shit and scrap metal on the streets of Kharagpur, West Bengal.
3 Oct 2012: Thesie hasn’t spoken to me since discovering the mold coating the home the University provided for us. I still haven’t
told her it’s slowly falling into the canyon. The Board of Regents said they took out $10,000,000 from University Development
funds to renovate the place, but they only gave me $6,456.32
and so far, the Mexicans we had to hire only did half the kitchen
and one of the ballrooms.
5 Oct 2012: I do miss my son (the one I pay for) whom I left
at Carnegie Mellon, but at least some time away from Spiney’s
cooking will thin out the fat fuck
by the time he gets his doctorate. Maybe then he will be able to
marry better than I could. By the
way, his mother asked me to move
out after I was only able to get
$756 a month for the commuting
allowance, and had to trade in for
a used X5.
6 Oct 2012: I didn’t put up with
everyone calling me “Ballsdeep
Coleslaw” half my life, marry this
crazy whining she-monkey, or raise two deformed-but-otherwisecompetent children, just to become chancellor of this god damn
piece of shit school whose only “fun” events make me want to
scoop my eyes out. Fuck it, I’m going back to India to make
Gensha-bots, and do a little naked tech support on the side.
Subject: This is bullshit
From:
“VC Rue” <adminrec@ucsd.edu>
Date: Fri, July 27, 2012 10:49 am
To: “All Academics Staff and Students at UC San Diego” <all-official-l@
ucsd.edu>
Priority:
Normal
Options:
View Full Header | View Printable Version
UC SAN DIEGO
CAMPUS NOTICE
University of California, San Diego
OFFICE OF THE VICE CHANCELLOR STUDENT AFFAIRS
September 29, 2012

Acrostic paired Haikus For
Our New Chancellor

Kho-sla, not cole slaw
Honor the new chancellor
Or he will raise fees
Slidin’ down Soledad
Leaving PA friends behind
And taking pay cut

Kant spell these kids say
Honor of Indian folk
Only allows rage
Students hear me cry
Lazy kids in dumb fields
All hell breaks loose now

Kids pulled from high school
House sliding down a mountain
Oh and fat pay cut
So why join SD?
Leave Pitt, duh; But not enough.
Answer: Koala.

Koala --> Khosla
Happy days may lie ahead
Of course that’s not true
Sad, silent campus
Loosen for the greater good
Alcohol sanctions

Reading The
Motherfucking Koala

BEFORE

AFTER

Never considered possibility
of raping a 12-year-old

Becomes coach after failing
seminary and teacher exam

Thinks Greek system extraneous to college experience

Thinks Greek system extraneous
to college experience

Studied hard for every test
and did all the reading

Got a job in UC administration
and started embezzling millions

ALL ACADEMICS, STAFF AND STUDENTS AT UC SAN DIEGO
A message from Vice Chancellor-Student Affairs Penny Rue:
Please disregard the previous message from Vice Chancellor-Student Affairs
Penny Rue.
A message from Vice Chancellor-Student Affairs Penny Rue:

Had trouble talking to girls

What the fuck is this stinking chicken tikka bullshit? How dare
you replace The Shaking Bitch with some outsourced tech support faggot? I
fucking have a doctorate in Counseling and Personnel Services. The
last time I checked, the chancellor is supposed to smile for the camera
and eat soup without spilling on herself. I could have actually
turned this place around, but now we have this hairy piece of shit building
robots and trying to make the department of cystic acne and applied math
even larger.

Making 5k a day from human
trafficking ring in I-House.

Thought it'd be fun to go to
Black's Beach to surf

Harvesting organs out of beach
vagrants to sell for crack

Complains about dining hall
and textbook prices

Just walks outside with whatever they want like a champ

Occasionally drank, but
didn't see the point

Carries a BPA-free bottle of
wine everywhere, including class

Was editor-in-chief of the
Muir Quarterly

Died while whitewater rafting,
or during the Haiti earthquake

Why didn’t I get the job? Was it the girl whose faced I smashed in with
a pipe at the Living Wage Movement uprising at UVA? Because that
girl had it fucking coming. Was it the “cult” I was allegedly born into? I’ll
have you know that they never were able to prove that I had anything
to do with the death of my parents or those three virgins. And for
the record, I DO know the difference between Student Affairs
and affairs with students, you brain-dead dune coon lovers!
Penny Rue
Vice Chancellor - Student Affairs
P.S. Maybe you can put that Khosla guy to some use and have him
tell me how to remove “All Students” from my send-to box.
Download this as a file

Dr. Koala’s 100% Natural Goodtime
Alternative Medicines
Homeopathics
Vibrations = happiness

Because the word vibrations debunks the
molecular models of chemistry, homeopathic medicine dilutes the healing substance
into oblivion, shaking it in three directions
(ten times each) all the while, to impart the
ooga boogas Vibration Energy Properties.
Why shake it like that? Because we use all
parts of the space buffalo, and I only have
ten fingers to count with, retard! Because
it feels natural, homeopathy has no side
effects, and it’s impossible to overdose on
them. But because the formula is so super
strong from all the vibrations, we sprinkle just
a tiny bit onto little white balls--don’t they
look utopian and New Agey and natural?

Now you can put our balls in your mouth for

only $W2!

Magnets

How do they work? Fuck if I know

Being healthy without any inconvenience is the American Dream. Now,
the power of how cool holograms
look gives us a holo-magnet bracelet
that can make you stronger and more
balanced! Sure, the original makers of
the bracelet were legally indicted and
fined half a million for claiming that it
could improve your strength by up to
500%, but that's obviously just a conspiracy by Big Pharmaceutical and Big
Gym to bully them into not showing everyone this awesome secret.

You can get three Power Balance bracelets
for only $W5!

Colonic Irrigation
We’re not talking agriculture, honey

If you want to get rid of toxins, why not do the natural thing and stick a tube up
your anus and shoot a bunch of water in there to get them out? You even get to
watch the nasty brown gunk go through the tube. Sure, the scientist fat cats say
that it might upset your electrolyte balance, but what the hell is an electrolyte, anyway? Probably just another TOXIN! Patients feel very relaxed after the procedure
is done, almost as if they’ve released gallons of invasive fluid from their intestines.
*$W=Whole Bucks -Because it costs so much
to launder purify money,
each whole buck is twenty
dollars
**All attempts to test the
validity of our practices
will be prosecuted

Get violated with our garden hose for only

$W9!

Why waste your time shoving cow penis
down your throat when you can try these
other Ancient Chinese Secrets?

Meet Auriculotherapy - The Chinese
have discovered that the ear represents the
whole body. Why? Because if you squint
it kind of looks like an upside-down fetus,
duh! And of course the best thing you can
do to a fetus-like thing is stick it full of needles and shoot electricity through it. This
heals your organs because electricity is like
light or whatever so it’s totally good for you.
You can discover the shocking results for only

$W9!

Detoxification foot pads are now available at the UCSD Bookstore!!!!

Detox foot pads suck toxins out of your foot with gravity and stuff, except for alcohol--you have to eat them to
purge booze. Lucky for you, they are sold right here, at a school with about 50% bio majors and 30% engineering majors, who apparently know how awful science is in everyday life. Note: also works for period blood.

Unfrozen Caveman God Knows All...
Meet Unfrozen Caveman God.

He throws bigger tantrums, acts more fickle, and rocks heavier insecurity problems than a bipolar bitch off her lithium

•
•

Unfrozen Caveman God can’t distinguish his chosen people unless they mutiliate their genitals.
Unfrozen Caveman God tries to wash sin away
with water.  And fails.

•

He killed some dude’s wife on a dare from the
Devil.
He gets his followers to kill their children just
to see if they’re going to do it, at which point he
stops them.
• Except for when he doesn’t stop them.

•

Why act so crazy? Because he’s fucking Unfrozen Caveman
God, that’s why!

•

Unfrozen Caveman God doesn’t understand the
solar system that he created, or things like
     “infinity” or “calculus”
•

He can’t bear the idea of a polyester/cotton blend
(maybe he’s just gay)

•

He wants you to rely on faith alone, but also
hacks the Cheetos factory to make Cheetos that
look like Jesus, just to remind you to be faithful.

•

Aside from fags, Unfrozen Caveman God hates blood
transfusions, because they confuse him when it comes
time to send you to Heaven or Hell.

•

He’ll cure a white kid’s cancer on occasion, but
doesn’t give a shit about amputees.

Why doesn’t he give a shit? He’s Unfrozen Caveman God−he can
hardly figure out how to take a shit!

“Why have a life when you can have afterlife?”

Party Reviews
1 pirate: You downloaded a textbook for free and saved $150
2 pirates: You get your hands on the uncut “The Innocence of Muslims” and send it to
			

your buddies in Pakistan.

3 pirates: Celebrate your team’s World Series win with some good old bat pegging
4 pirates: Plunder some bitches’ rum-soaked booty as you burn another village
5 pirates: You celebrate your 15th hostage negotiation with heroin, legitimate rape, incest,
			

and some Ayn Rand reading under the warm Somalian sun.

Why I’m Not Allowed in PB
Going to Pacific Beach’s bars is one of the rites of passage for students at
UCSD. Once you turn 21, you are deemed stupid enough to want to spend
a shit load of money on watered down drinks served by worn-out brohos. I, personally, prefer to get blacked out for far cheaper and generally
without the company of 30-40 ‘roided up meatheads. Still, I found myself
stumbling through PB one saturday this summer. This is my cautionary tale:
Our saturday in PB actually began on a Friday in Clairemont Mesa. We started
raging at the previous editor-in-chief ’s house around 9, and were all doing
cocaine off each other by midnight (+1 pirate for nose gold). I don’t actually
remember what happened that night, but it’s safe to say that our collective
dignity was lost, found again, but then discarded by breakfast time. Since
we’d been sucking up cocaine instead of heroin fumes, we managed to return
to consciousness by sunrise. Unfortunately we’d drank all of our booze, an
expected but sad truth (-0.5 for barely controlled alcoholism). Rather than
admit defeat like some Mormon bitch, we piled into a cab and headed to the
first bar that would accept our pickled asses at 9 AM on a Saturday. Luckily,
San Diego is full of degenerates like us, so we didn’t have to look very far.
At the Cass St. Bar and Grill, we took the classy route with mimosas. After
an hour I got bored and declared, “Orange juice is for children and geriatric
florida jews!” and we were asked to leave (-0.5 for anti-anti-semitism).
Some time later, we stumbled into Moondoggie’s. By this point, PB’s
normal milieu had crawled out of the woodwork into the watering holes.
Amidst the crowds of crinkly bronzed natives, we found a group of
people all wearing the same shirt. Clearly they were part of some club,
but it couldn’t have been that interesting, because one of their more
attractive members ditched her group for ours (+1 for stealing booty). Not
wanting to engage their alpha bros, we furtively left with our new recruit.
At this point, the bars fade into a chemical haze, leaving a few highlights.
I tried to enter a bar, but the bouncer refused to let me after hearing me
slur the shit out of a simple sentence. The previous koala editor quickly
stepped in to inform the bartender I have severe Wernicke’s aphasia.
The bartender did not know what the fuck that is but shied away from
raising drama with the brain damaged kid. Silly him, because my brain
makes words real good. (+0.5 for taking one CogSci course as a freshman).
After being ejected from that bar, we arrived at another with a set
of stairs in the lobby. As I shakily climbed them, another hero bouncer
was concerned I may have had too much. Again, the former editor
assured the bouncer that I was perfectly sober but suffered from a
major vestibular disorder arising from malformed Eustachian tubes.
This was supported by the fact that I’d gotten over my early speech
disorder and could now talk, but could no longer walk properly. While
a masterful performance in the art of advanced bullshittting, this little
stunt earned me a knee to the back from the same bartender as I was
being ejected a half hour later. (-0.5 pirate for abuse of a disability abuser)
In an exquisite display of sadism, the former editor offered to pay for all
my drinks provided I didn’t eat anything. Generally being thirstier than
interested in self-preservation, I took him up on the offer and almost vomited
on some random blonde. When she screamed in horror, I made a show
of licking stomach fluid from my lips and was promptly banned from the
establishment. (+1 for twisted incentives).
At some point later, I woke up at my house
on Sunday with more bruises and less credit
cards than I had on Friday. I’m not sure how
that happened, but I am sure that I’ve seen
the best PB has to offer and it is weak. 2/5

9/11 Celebration
My buddies and i got together with the ghosts of the warrior heroes
that took down the World Trade Center, complete with BBQ steaks and
preparing our “fireworks” (+1 for holy meat and explosives). After the pregaming we began our bomb crawl in Benghazi that was going to end near the
US consulate, when something wonderful happened that truly reaffirmed my
faith in God. Some retarded infidel in America made a terrible blasphemous
video about Allah praised be his name, and everyone came out in protest!
People were so angry and the police were so distracted that I was barely
noticed sneaking by with my RPG launcher (+1 for great distraction, -.5 for
Christians disgracing my glorious prophet). When I saw that seat of Western
strength up in flames, it was such a power trip that I raped two women right
then and there (+1 for hot anonymous burqa sex). I went home to my wife
and blew my load in her face all night, and she even got her sister in on it.
To make things even more awesome, the stupid fucking Americans didn’t
even know what to do with themselves! Half of them were too busy arguing
over whose fault it is and who was saying the right thing about it, while the
rest lumped all of the Great Arabic peoples together with us in hatred.
Even one of their biggest news magazines did it, which will no doubt drive
people away from trusting evil American attempts to control us (+1 for
Westerners showing their true face). So far, a pretty awesome week. 4.5/5

Koala Personals
how not to be a fucking retard:

In case going on the interbutts and typing your bitter frustrations, unrequited love, and totally cool
ideas plus a captcha was way too complicated for you, we’ve got the perfect solution for you.
Personals bags are an age-old Koala tradition, and we’re bringing them back for your convenience
and cathartic pleasure.
Here’s how it works:
Look for big manila envelopes with the Koala brand in your favorite lecture halls, computer
labs, and elsewhere. All you have to do is write your ‘fuck yous,’ ‘fuck mes,’ senseless rants, and
other anonymous messages on any surface that fits (paper, tampons, etc.) and stick them in the bag.
One of our enslaved street urchins will grab your fevered scribbles and we’ll print them (raw and
unedited!) for the whole world to see.
Obviously, this means DO NOT FUCKING PUT YOUR NAME ON IT.
Dear Asshole,
I don’t give a fuck about your shitty ass
coffee. It’s not funny when you forget
things only to remember them a short
time later so stop laughing about it every
time that happens. You suck dick at real
video games so stop giving me advice on
what to do when I’m playing. You don’t
have to say every god damn thought that
comes to your head. Quit telling me
about your new fucking car I get it you’re
rich. I’m sick of you and your shitty 9fag
memes. Go drink acid and die
UCSD is a very interesting shithole. People have
a misconception that social life sucks, but that’s
just choosing one of the extremes. Here, there’s
either playing XBOX live on a Friday night, or
doing ecstasy while fucking two girls. It is as simple as that. Two extremes, no gray areas. Don’t
ask for middle grounds. Academics is good or
whatever and I think we have a basketball team.
Or was it baseball? Whatever. Point is, it is kinda
fun in here. So yeah. Peace.
Caitlin PHENOMENAL I looked at them
twice. You are stinnung Derek is flippin’
adorable LOVE the cotton candy heart
and the pic on Main Street unbelievable.
You are both so blessed congratulations
again!!

UCSD here is 50% Asian.
San Diego is 50% Mexican, 40% white , 7%
black, 3% Asian.
For the eight students at a California high school
with the same last name-Nguyen- it was obvious
their wallet-size snapshots would be sharing the
same yearbook page.

I’m just writing to lament the fact that
Koalas, although fallaciously dubbed Koala Bears, are not bears but marsupials.
I’m not so sure what this personal section is for, but I felt inclined to submit
something after discovering it.
Thanks for wasting your time reading
this.

Dear Koala,
Your debauchery has been the cause of
the decline of many degenerate minds. I
wholeheartedly believe that your paper
has warped many peoples idea of what
should or should not be published, and
probably just warped their ideas in general. You are disgusting, offensive, mind
numbing, and repulsive, and for that I
will be voting Koala for President!
Dear cunt warren bitch
Have fun sucking that muslim piece of shit cock.
It seems you forgot that bullshit you told me
about wanting to stay and pure for your faggot
god. I heard your god and allah don’t get along
so enjoy you’re stay in hell. Don’t worry about
me though I’m already there.
PS: I kept those photos you wanted deleted.
When the time is right you’ll be an internet
superstar babe

Dear Miss Maria from Riverside. He may want
us to leave you alone but we don’t forgive cock
sucking whore bitches like yourself. Your new
man, Mr. Rishi from AB, I hear he smokes pot,
is an atheist, a terrorist and nothing more than
a sugar daddy. I hope the lap dances you give
him in that pink thong of yours and the loads he
busts on your pimple ridden face get you that
BMW you’ve always wanted. I’m sure the Newman church would love to hear of this any many
of your other exploits amirite? Enjoy your view
of the canyon bitch.
PS: You are NOT beautiful, you are NOT smart,
you are NOT amazing, special, or anything else
he says to get you to ride him. You’re nothing
more than a wetback bitch with ugly ass marks
all over you who happens to have cock pleasing abilities. In conclusion, fuck you, fuck your
family, fuck your babies, fuck your work, fuck
everything you do as hard as you fuck Rishi.
We’ll talk again soon.

